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FADE IN:

INT. GAS STATION - COUNTER AREA

Brian, alone in the store, stares down at the counter. He’s 
transfixed by the powder there, which would appear to be the 
ashes that Ellroy dumped out from the urn. 

A beat.

Brian licks his index finger, places it in the powder and 
draws a happy face. And he’s about to lick his finger again 
when--

Bucky emerges from down the hall.

Brian quickly rubs his finger on his pants.

BRIAN
What is it? Did you find the urn? 
Or Phil?

BUCKY
The urn, no. Phil, yes. But he 
doesn’t look so good.

Bucky pulls an imaginary noose from above, bends his neck to 
the side and sticks out his tongue.

BRIAN
Oh. My. God. But there’s something 
else you need to know. About the 
ashes. They’re not--

Headlights wash over the store entrance.

BUCKY
Crap. It’s a cop car.

BRIAN
We can’t stay. Let’s go.

BUCKY
Go? Where?

BRIAN
Anywhere but here. This doesn’t 
look good. All this blood. That 
pile of--
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BUCKY
Doesn’t look good? What, a pool of 
blood, Phil dead in the storage 
room and us standing here holding 
our dicks? Of course not, but what 
are you gonna do, it’s not our 
fault. You’re the upstanding 
citizen in this equation, remember.

BRIAN
Believe me, Bucky, we have to cover 
this up and get out of here 
somehow. At least long enough to 
leave “Town” in the rearview. Take 
my word for it. We’re staring at 
some jail time right now.

BUCKY
Dammit. Okay. Hold on. Let me 
think. 

(a beat)
Okay, you go head the law off at 
the pass-distract the cop or 
something-and I’ll try and mop up 
this mess.

Brian heads for the front door. Bucky heads for the storage 
room. 

CUT TO:

TITLE CARD: SHIFT EPISODE SIX

INT. GAS STATION - STORAGE ROOM

Bucky quickly grabs the mop and bucket and is about to leave 
when he looks up, seeing something important.

INT. GAS STATION - COUNTER AREA - MOMENTS LATER

Bucky comes down the hallway pushing the mop and bucket and 
wearing the gas station uniform that was hanging in the 
storage room. He darts back to mop up the blood trail in the 
hallway.

Then he begins to mop up the main pool of blood, just as--

Brian and the Sheriff come in the store.
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SHERIFF RUTE
So you want directions to the mall? 
Son, we don’t have a mall out here.

BRIAN
You don’t have a mall? Oh, well I 
guess I got some bad information.

SHERIFF RUTE
Yes, it would seem so. But I didn’t 
know your kind shopped. Where’s 
your friend?

BRIAN
My friend?

SHERIFF RUTE
Yeah, the one you were with before. 
He looked sick. Is he sick? Got a 
fever? I could take him to the 
hospital if he’s sick. Take you 
both in my patrol car. Turn the 
siren on even. Would you like that?

Brian has no idea how to answer, so he doesn’t.

SHERIFF RUTE (CONT'D)
Hmm. 

(noticing Bucky/“Stewart”)
So you’re the infamous Stewart, 
huh? We’ve never met but your daddy 
has told me a lot about you. 

The Sheriff holds out his hand for a shake. Bucky ignores it, 
keeps mopping. 

SHERIFF RUTE (CONT'D)
Grown up to be a big, strong boy, 
haven’t you? 

(looking around)
So where’s your father? He leave 
you hear all alone? Thought he 
wasn’t going to do that ever again 
after you nearly set the store on 
fire last time.

Bucky mops, mops, mops. He mostly pushes the now-pink mixture 
around, but it’s something to do. And it keeps the Sheriff 
from walking to the rear of the store.

SHERIFF RUTE (CONT'D)
Don’t you talk, boy? What spilled 
anyway? Cherry syrup? 
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The Sheriff looks around at the rest of the store: the candy 
everywhere, the cereal box floating in a pool of milk, the 
Coke sprayed on the wall. And Brian, pretending to read a 
magazine, but not doing a very good job of pretending.

SHERIFF RUTE (CONT'D)
Thought you were looking for “the 
mall.”

BRIAN
I have to use the washroom.

SHERIFF RUTE
What’re you waitin’ for, an 
engraved invitation? The shitter is 
down the hall. But if you’re 
sittin’ be careful not to let your 
pecker touch the seat. Might catch 
yourself a case of something nasty. 
It’s like an outhouse in there.

The Sheriff turns back to Bucky/Stewart.

SHERIFF RUTE (CONT'D)
Speaking of peckers, you get yours 
wet yet, son? I say rope yourself 
one in a wheelchair at that school 
of yours. That way she can’t run 
away. 

The Sheriff waves a hand in front of Bucky/Stewart’s face.

SHERIFF RUTE (CONT'D)
Earth to Stewart. Any of this 
getting through? 

(a beat)
Uh huh. Well, alright then, seems 
like you’ve got everything in hand 
here. Tell your dad hello for me 
and have yourself a pleasant 
evening. And don’t be playing with 
any Zippo lighters this time, 
comprende?

BUCKY
(quietly)

Asshole.

SHERIFF RUTE
What was that?

Bucky just mops. Back and forth.
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SHERIFF RUTE (CONT'D)
Uh huh. Well, bye now. 

Sheriff Rute tips his hat to Brian as he exits.

EXT. ROADSIDE - LATER

An empty stretch of highway until--

The Toyota Prius drives by, very fast, out of frame.

A SCREECH of brakes.

The Toyota reverses into frame.

Bucky’s at the wheel. He looks to his left and sees--

The monster truck parked in front of a Pawn Shop. There are 
lights on in the store but nothing to be seen because the 
windows are blacked out.

INT. TOYOTA PRIUS - CONTINUOUS

Bucky and Brian look over at the monster truck.

BRIAN
So you really think the guy in the 
truck took the urn?

BUCKY
Has to be. He was in the store 
while I was playing. Just standing 
around. Lurking. And now he’s in 
that pawn shop, so I’m gonna go in 
there too. And get the urn back. 
You stay here.

BRIAN
No way. It’s always the fat guy who 
stays behind that gets his throat 
cut. I’m coming with you so I can 
at least see the knife coming. 

(imitating Bucky)
Besides, all we have to do is go in 
and get the urn. How hard could 
that be?

EXT. PAWN SHOP - CONTINUOUS

Bucky and Brian approach, carefully. 
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BRIAN
(whispering)

By the way, that’s the last time 
I’ll let you drive my car. You’re a 
really terrible driver.

BUCKY
(whispering)

The speed limit is an arbitrary set 
of numbers, Brian.

BRIAN
(whispering)

I’m not--

Bucky shushes Brian and listens at the door. Hearing nothing, 
he opens the door slowly and slips through. Brian follows.

INT. PAWN SHOP - CONTINUOUS

Typical pawn shop, stuffed to the gills with all matter of 
useless junk. The good stuff is locked away under glass in 
counters that form a V-shape at the rear of the store. Behind 
that, an office. The door is half open. Harry and Ellroy are 
back there, talking.

Bucky spots the urn sitting on the countertop, next to a gun. 
He grabs it and is turning to leave when--

Harry and Ellroy come out of the office. 

Bucky picks up the gun and swings it in their direction.

Ellroy pulls his gun too.

BUCKY
Okay, let’s be cool about this.

ELLROY
Man’s got a pistol, pops. Better do 
what he says.

HARRY
I reckon that’s the thing to do.

ELLROY
You know these two?

HARRY
We aren’t acquainted, no. So maybe 
they don’t know my policy on 
stealing. 
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ELLROY
Well, tell the man.

HARRY
I don’t like it.

Then, from outside-- 

MARGARET (O.S.)
I don’t want to hurt you. Please 
drop the gun.

JAYNE (O.S.)
I can’t.

Ellroy makes a move for for the door. 

MARGARET (O.S.)
Miss, drop the gun now!

Bucky points his gun at Ellroy.

JAYNE (O.S.)
I said I can’t!

Harry grabs another gun from underneath the counter and 
raises it at Bucky.

ELLROY
You okay, pops?

HARRY
No problem here. Go ahead, boy.

Ellroy grabs Brian by the neck and pushes him outside, using 
him as a human shield.

Now it’s just the two men and their two guns.

HARRY (CONT'D)
(savouring the moment)

In ‘Nam, I stared down a Gook who 
had me dead to rights. Middle of 
the hottest, stickiest, Godforsaken 
jungle you ever dripped ball sweat 
in. There I was, staring down the 
barrel of one them Commie AKs. I 
gave the little slant-eyed bastard 
the evil eyeballs ‘cause I was 
ripped off a dose of righteous 
smack. Froze him in his tracks. Bad 
white man juju. 

(MORE)
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HARRY (CONT'D)
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All in all, gave my buddy enough 
time to sneak up from behind and 
slice that tiny fucker’s head near 
off.

BUCKY
Lovely story.

HARRY
I like it. You’re a smooth one, 
aren’t ya?

BUCKY
Believe it or not, it’s not the 
first time I’ve stared down the 
barrel of a gun.

HARRY
First time for this?

Harry fires a shot past Bucky’s ear.

Which starts the chaos. As, outside, shots get fired. Jayne 
shooting at Margaret. Margaret shooting at Jayne. Ellroy 
shooting Margaret. Margaret shooting at Ellroy, missing and--

A bullet comes through the window of the pawn shop and into 
Harry’s head, splattering blood and brain on the wall and 
spinning Harry to the ground.

Bucky stands there for a moment, taking it in, barely able to 
comprehend. Then he continues out the door, with the urn.

EXT. PAWN SHOP - MOMENTS LATER

Margaret is on the ground, dead. Bucky is throwing up at the 
side of the road. Old Lady Rute’s muscle car speeds by.

Finished vomiting, Bucky crosses the street and gets into the 
Prius. Luckily, the keys are in the ignition. 

INT. TOYOTA PRIUS - LATER

Bucky drives frantic and haphazard, off the highway now and 
on gravel road. He looks uncomfortable and out of his 
element. Truly a terrible driver. He heads towards lights in 
the distance, at Six Trees, his destination. 

A big stage comes into view, behind a fence that borders the 
“compound.” Lots of spotlights. A rapt AUDIENCE stares up at 
The Prophet. 

HARRY (CONT'D)
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Bucky begins to lose control of the car in the gravel.

BUCKY
Shit.

He cranks the wheel the opposite direction, over-
compensating. Brakes. Spinning. Fence approaching.

BUCKY (CONT'D)
Fuck.

Bucky crashes the Prius through the fence.

FADE OUT.

END OF EPISODE
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